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The image on the left shows an example of superresolved images of H-NS
proteins in individual E. coli. The image on the right shows examples of
trajectories of H-NS proteins. Credit: University of Arkansas

Yong Wang, assistant professor of physics, and graduate student Asmaa
Sadoon have been studying how molecules travel through bacterial
cytoplasm in order to understand more about how these tiny organisms
function. Using new high-tech tools, they have been able to observe
certain processes inside live bacteria for the first time. They published
their results in the journal Physical Review E.
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The researchers used a combination of super-resolution fluorescence
microscopy and a technique called single-particle tracking to study how
a type of protein called H-NS moves through the cytoplasm of E. coli
cells. The researchers chose this protein because it interacts with both
proteins and DNA, and it helps regulate gene expression in the bacteria.
Understanding bacterial gene expression could lead to new techniques to
mitigate bacterial resistance to antibiotics.

In this study, the researchers learned new information about this protein,
and about the properties of bacterial cytoplasm. Wang describes
cytoplasm as "a thick soup of proteins, DNA, and various other
molecules." Because bacteria don't have transport systems, such as
digestive or circulatory systems, they depend on the diffusion of
molecules through this soup for the processes that keep them alive.

By tracking the movement of H-NS through the cytoplasm of the E. coli,
the researchers were able to calculate the viscoelasticity of the
cytoplasm. They found that the bacterial "soup" doesn't behave the same
way a homogenous protein solution does.

Previous research, which used homogenous solutions studied in vitro,
observed that in these solutions, both elasticity and viscosity decreased
over time. In other words, the solutions became both thinner and softer.
In actual bacteria, however, Wang and Sadoon observed that, after a
certain time-scale, the viscosity, or thickness, of the cytoplasm flattens
out, so the bacterial cytoplasm gets softer without getting thinner.

"Our findings are expected to fundamentally change the way bacterial
cytoplasm is viewed," the researchers explained in the paper. "Unlike a
simple viscous or viscoelastic fluid that current models of bacterial
processes typically consider, the bacterial cytoplasm behaves differently
at different time scales in terms of mechanical properties, which is
expected to impact various interactions among small molecules, proteins
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and DNA/RNA molecules inside bacteria, as well as bacterial
interactions with other species, such as bacteriophages."

  More information: Asmaa A. Sadoon and Yong Wang, Anomalous,
non-Gaussian, viscoelastic, and age-dependent dynamics of histonelike
nucleoid-structuring proteins in live Escherichia coli. Phys. Rev. E 98,
042411 – Published 19 October 2018
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